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Entertainment

News
AI/-American Sue Croner
sings her way to fame and
waterbeds by taking first
place in the Homecoming
talent show.
... page6

Sports
Broncos get their revenge
over NAU Lumberjacks. Na
na na, na na na.
... page 12

Las t week, The LIfe of Brian.
This week the life of Jesus.
And our critics reverse their
ratings.
... page14
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BSU-Soise State Lkliversity Center for Research, Grants and
Contracts identifies monies available for research projects and
assists in the development of
proposals for grants.
This service is available to both
faculty members and students.
0"". Gerald Reed, Coordinator of
Grants and Contracts, states that
there are several million dollars
from various federal agencies
alone to be distributed to those
presentrng a ''viable proposal. ".
He further states that the old
cliche "nothing ventured; nothing
gained" still holds true.
Fonds are available through
federal agencies, private family
corporate foundations, and local
businesses and organizations for

those people Interested in pursuing research projects.
Wlen asked If faculty or students have taken advantage of
these funds and the' services of his
office, 0"". Reedsaid there was not
much interest as he would like.
/-bwever, he suggested that this
lack of interest Is. understandable
because the faculty members are
burdened by heavy work loads and
high faculty-student ratios.
Reed believes that If the adrnlnl- .
stration would allow for more
released time and would change
its policies toward the salary,
merit,' and tenure issues, more
faculty would utilize this money to
enhance their own professional
growth.
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eral others.
Child care, food services and
secretarial services form part of
BSO- The Vocational Technical
the Dspartment. of Seivlce OccuSchool sits off to a distant comer' 'patrons. And training In health
of the Boise State campus, physirelated fields, such as medical
cally separating it from the main
secretary or respratory therapy,
of the academic community
falls into the Department of Health
grouped around the AdministraOccupations.
..
tion Building. But the Vo-Tech
rllbst of these proprams require
School remains as much a part of
training for only nine months to
BSUand serves as great a need as
two years.. Students In I several .'
the rest of the university.
programs have the· option of
The Vocational-Technical
entering in one-year program and'
school' prepares students to go 'then going on for another year for
into jobs requiring less than' a
mdre advanced training.
For
baccalaureate degree. . Recent
instance, a student may train in
polls have shown that the great
welding In the one year program,
majority of jobs fall into this
qualifying him for a job as a
category, BOto 85 percent of all
production welder: at . a trailer
jobs requiring less than a four year
manufacturer or as a steel worker.
or higher degree. Wlile some of
If the student wants more
these may not require vocational- - specialized training, he can enter
technical training, an increasing
into the second year program
Last week's~Ho'mec.oming activities included the crowning of Colleen \'Lhyte as Homecoming Queen with
number are.
'where
he would recieve advanced
Muy Collins as first runner-up and Margaret Brenke as second runner-up [left top], and the crowning of M-.
In an interview Vocatlonaltraining in technical skills. in
Bronco, Charlie Norris [right top). Be"!e Jackson peeks out of the SUB fioat dUring the homecoming parade
Technical Director' Gilbert "Din"
welding, allowing him to do more
[left center). First place honors went to the scnoot. of Va-Tech which hadBlake Vawted, Charles Johnson,
Miler stated that the Vo-Tech
elaborated work in layout, pipe
and Kermit Jackson in charge of construction of the prizfr"winning structure [bottom].
.
School tralnestuoents in one of
welding arid exotic metals.
Photos b'Jennller Far uharson ,George Ragan
five departments. .
Education
In the Vo-Tech
The D;!partment of Heavy TechSchool serves basically the same
a different role does not mean that
the Vo-Tech homecoming candl-.
nology lncludes training In areas
function as any other school In the
college education as preparation
It is excluded from the rest of the
date ran a close second for this
like welding, machine shop or
univerSity, according to Director . to gain employmerrt. Stili, vo-tech
university. As do all the deans, . year's /-bmecomlngQueen.)
electric lineman. The D;!partment· Miler.
"A student preparing In
students "do not have'some of the
Director Miler serves on the
,/-bwever, some Vo-Tech credits ,
of Light TechnologycoverselecBementary Education Is just as flexibilltles as some of their
Dean's Council and on the Presiare not transferrable to an acadetronics, drafting, and other fields
specific and just as limited as a
academic counterparts do."
dent's Cabinet.
All Va-Tech
mic degree.
Because of the
more technical than heavy technovocational student.
The only
cause of the more specific vocastudents have the same rights and
specialized nature of vocatlonallogy. The D;!partment of Mlcharidifference is that. one requires a
tional training, the range of posslresponsibilities as a BSU student,
technical education, training rail:!Icat Technology offers training In
baccalaureate degree and the
bilities In the job market Is more
which I~reflected by the presence .:Iy applies to any academic field.
mechanical fields and Includes
other doeS not."Vi.hlle this does
limited.
.
of two student- senators In tl1&1 Director· Miler admitted that the
auto mechanics. auto body and
not apply to all academic.degrees,
Just because the education
,4SBSU Student Senate. (AI.so,'\
CONTINUED
TO PAGE 3
heavy-duty mechanics, ~~ ..~~ ...:.l?_~t?! __~~~e:_~.e~_~~~~:..~.f ......of.fe,~eda.t.t.h_e~~~!e-e.h.~~hooi
haS
by Jeff Suter
Associate Editor
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s--Editor
Sally Thomas

The Gamma Pbi Beta sorority will
be having a rummage
sale on
November 10, 1979 from 9-5 at 222
North Bth in the old Alexanders
Building.
There will be furniture,
clothes, appliances, dishes, toys, and
many more items for sale. The
sorority will be using all proceeds
from this sale to buy an 'audiohearing'
device for the Sunset
Nursing Home.

Business and Advertising
Brad Wartin, tvtll1ager
. Terry rvtGuire, Sales
Linda Spicher, SalesAnn Snodgrass, Bookkeeping
Lisa Dunagan, Secretary
News

Student
Re s idenrial
Life ,has
announced
that there are several
2-bedroom apartments available no-.y
in our Married Student and Family
Housing units. So, if you are looking
for reasonably priced housing close to
campus, come on in to SRL, 110 Ad.
Building.

The BSU Travel Club will be
holding
their next meeting
on
November 14 at 5:30 in the upstairs
lounge in the SUB. Plans for their first
trip which is set for Seattle will be
discussed
and ok'ed.
Ideas are
needed, so if you are interested in fun
vacations at low costs stop by the
meeting for more information.

Diane Barr, Editor
Mchelle Hartell, Associate
VlAlmaIMJods, Associate
Sports
Shawn deLoyola, Editor
Entertainment

effective second semester.
This
opening is for a woman who must be
o(upperclass standing with a GPA of
2.0 or above. Remuneration for the
position includes room and board,
plus 525 per month.
Application
should be made at the Office of
Student Residential Life, Room 110,
Ad; Building. D~adline for applica• tion is November 23, 1979. .

ORGANIZATl.ONAL
NEWS

and Calendar

Applications
for the posrnon of
Student Assistant to the Dean of
Student Advisory and Special Services
are being accepted for the 1979-80
spring semester.
This is a part-time
job which requres a block of four
hours
per day,
Mon.-Fri.,
for
scheduled office hours. The student
will work, approximately
20 hours a
week
for 5300
per
month.
'Qualifications
for, the position -are
upper-class standing with a cumulative GPA of 2.5. Interested students
should contact the Student Advisory
and Special Services office, Room 114
of the Ad. Building.
Deadline for
application is November 30. 1979,

This Saturday,
Nov. 10, the'
members of BSU's Leadership honorary, Beta Sigma Lambda Eta, will be ,
sponsoring their first 'Punshop".
Areas to be covered include parlia-

Don Barclay, Editor •

Wary Lou Vigil, Associate
Photos
Berne Jackson, Chief
Wary Jane Oresik, Lab technician

mentary proceedures,

communication

skills, public speaking, and much
more. All campus organizations are
encouraged to attend.

Copy Layout

ASBSU NEWS

Chris Eynon, Chief
Randy Nettleton
Becky Odell
Connie Rosco
Joe Bejsovec
Shelly fvbore
Rose Long
Carey Cooney

Appointments for the October 31
Senate meeting were Chris Rudd and
Senator
Marcus
to the Course
Evaluation Committee. Janet Weaver
to Education Tenure, Alan Kibble to
Science Promotion, Trino Campos to
be the Alternate for the SUB Board of
Governors.
Hiro Ishigaki and Trino
Campos to the International Student
Committee, Michael Gollaher, Stephen Condon, and Karl Knapp to .rhe
Publication Advisory Board and Sylvia
Burkey as Vo-Tech Senator.

Ad Layout
Rhonda Boothe, Chief
DanKo/sky
Lauriefvbore '
The UnIversity ly1Jite; is published weekly by students of
asu. Contributions and advertising are solicited; the editors
reserve all rights. Offices are
located on the 2nd floor of the
SUB.
Hours 8:30 to 5:00
lI/onday through Friday.

EDUCATIONAL

NEWS

The office of Continuing Bducation is looking for persons interested
in teaching this next spring under
their direction. If you are interested
in teaching for Continuing Education,
contact W.L. Jensen at 385-3293 or
slOp by A-lOS.
'

385-1464.
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Pre-registration for the spring semester begins November 5 and
ends November 16.
Forms for full-time students may be picked by in Room 102 of the
Administration building from 8 a.m. to 7 p.m. lI/onday through
Thursday and from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. on Fridays.
Newstudents will also be able to pro-register for the classes to be
held this spring by visiting the Visitor's Center on University Drive on
November 5-7 or by going to the Registrar's office and asking for a
blank form following those dates,
Class schedules will be available as students pick up their
pre-registration forms. The schedules will be distributed on a
personal basis not, as has been done in past years, from a stack left
openly in the hall of the Administration Building.
-The admissions office of BSU will
be -giving the Test of Standard
Written English (TSWE) during the
month of November. Tests may be
taken by appointment only. to do so
call 385-3903. or stop by A-lOS.
The, Environmental Law Review of
the Northwestern School of Law of
Lewis and Clark Law College is
sponsoring a symposium on allocation

of water resources in the Columbia
River Basin to be held November 9
and 10 at 8:30 am in the Council
Chambers at the College. For more
info, call 503-244-1181, ext. 700.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Student
Residential
Life
announces a vacancy Tor a Resident
Advisor position in Morrison Hall,

Eighteen Boise State Students have
been selected for inclusion in the
1979-80 edition of Who's Who Among
Students ,in American Universities
and Colleges. They are:
-Srephen Buckner
-j ames Burnes
-Lois Crans
-Diaqa Fairchild
-Donald Frashier
-Kathleen Greif
-Darrell Gustaveson
-Steven Harris'
-Cynthia Hinton
-Berne J ackson
-LoraLee Jordan
-Kat! Knapp
-Joy McLean
-Richard Nau
-Maureen O'Keeffe
-Barbara Smedley
-Mary Van Decar
-Glade Williams

A Lnttl* ~ockmA~Diny~O@o9J~~
on \Vedln~sdQYs:
Dress' for the Old West
2 for 1 Highballs, Calls' & Pounds
Country Rockin On the Dance Floor

i/2 Dlock SO.

, of University
Open until:' on Droadway,
.,1Qpm'Mon thru Sat 8pm Sun
1,2 every BSU horne game night

i 555 DfOQdwcy

OPEN: Mon-Sat 11-1
SU~day 12-12
344-3691,

9-12
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Holds Preview Day

I

inability to transfervo-tech credits
is a problem.
To relieve this situation, several
committees were recently formed
to study the possibility of earning
a Bachelor of Applied Science
degree from the School of Vocational-Technical Education.
This would not apply to the
specialized programs. such as
.electrical lineman. but the more
technical-drafting,
for instance
(which new offers an Associate of
Applied Science degree) would
. include baccalaureate degree pro~
grams.
.,
Director Mlier stated. "The
more technical the program, the
more technical the content. The
more related subjects that are
involved, the more closely tl1eyare
aligned with the academic program."
To gain the Bachelors of Applied Science, the student would
go through what is sometimes
referred to as the "upside-down"
curriculum.
The student would first major in
Director of Vo-Tech, Gilbert
his technical field in a two year
importance of the five departments
program. Wth the successful
completion of his major he would'
recieve an Associate of Applied
their occupations," Director Mlier
Science degree.
The. student
said.
would then go on and take the
Apprenticeship programs can
required core electives and other
be found in vo-tech where the
electives to recieve the Bachelors
student learns his occupation on
degree.
the job wor1<ingwith an employer.
As of yet, the core requirements
The apprentice also recleves .In"
have not been determined.
A
struction in campus classes In
Vo-TeCh Core Committee has
theory which is not recieved on
been formed to examine' the
the Jqb.'
,
.
educational needs of the student.
The Vo-Tech School's concern
Director Mlier expects this profor the student's preparation for
gram to be implemented in the fali
employment does not stop with
of 1980 but the program has yet to
training at BSU. The school also
be fully developed and approved.
operates ~, placement service for,
Other Vo-Tech programs in.: .
',"
clude an adult trade extension ' the Vo-Tech student.
11'1e instructor in this case'
program. This programls "directserves as the ''first line and prime
ly related to the adult's daily
mover" in the placement program.
occupation that is intended for
Since Instructors come frornthe
upgrading ...or to' aliow them to
industry that they teach, . they
keep up with new. advances In

3

ssucomous
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BSU-Soise State University wili
sponsor its second annual preview
day on November 14.
.
Anyone, and especialiy high
school seniors, interested in the
curriculum available on the campUJ is invited to attend .
Events begin in the morning
with keynote address by Univer. sity President John H. Keiser and
a welcoming speech. by Mke
Cramer, Associated Student body
President.
:

a

The opening session will be
held in the Student Union Building
where an' information booth will
be open tHroughout the day to
help visitors on campus. On-campus parking will be located in the
Visitor's Center at 2274 University
Dive and in the Bronco Stadium
parking lots.

"Don" Miler, discusses
offered at the Va-Tech.'.

the

Photo by Debbie Gilbertson

already have close contact with
the industry.
Often, industry
officials cali the instructors informing them of available jobs and
needs.
One of the four fuli-time counselors working on the vo-tech staff
coordinates the placement effort.
His purpose. Is to work with the
instructors and students and to
maintain pla,cement files. Follow
. up on the $t,ud~nts after employment, as requlred by state law, is
also one of his functions.
Eighty-five to 100 percent of
those students '~ElE:lkingemployment find it. Director Miler said
said that there are not enough
students to fili industry needs in
some areas. ,
I

room 100.
-tnformatlon concerning financial' aid and career opportunities
will be available from 10 a.m. until
4 p.m. in the Mministration
Building, room 117.
The Student Advisory and Special Services office wili provide
information concerning opportunities for the handicapped,
minority group programs, veterans G.1. Bi II, benefits" and tutorial
and study skills from 10 a.m. until
'4 p.rn, in .the Adrnlntstratlon
BLJilding, room 114.

Student residential life informatlon will be available from 10 a.m.
until 4 p.m. in the Mministration
Building, 'room 110. The Student
Health Center will be open the'
same hours, providing tours and
free blood pressure checks. The
Each of the five schools at the center is located at 2103 Univeruniversity will begin information
slty D"ive..
programs at 10 a.m. The schools
.
.
include the School 'of Arts and
Th~ vlsltors Center,. Library
Sciences, the School of Business
Leaml.ng Center and varslty.centhe' Sc·lioo,·· of Education, TfieL-!er Will .be' open tor-tours an?
School of Health Sciences and the
tntormatton from 1~:3O a.m. u~tll
School of Vocational-Technical
2:30 p.m. Information on rushmg
Education.
and the soro~ties and. fratef!lities
on campus Will be available 10 the
The day's schedule for previews Student Union Building from
in each of the schools will be 10:40 a.rri. until 2:30 p.m.
available to visitors at the 9 a.m.
Beta Sigma Lambda will sponopening session. Departments in
sor a Leadership Fun Shop from
each school will present their
12:40 p.m. until 1:30 p.m. in the
individual previews during late
morning and early afternoon ses- ' Senate Chambers of the Student
Union Building.
The workshop
· slons lasting about 50 minutes.
will be repeated at 1:30 p.m. The
Confirmation-of-attendance cards
session' will' include small group
will be available at the information
exercises, leadership techniques,
booth in the Student Union Buildpublic relations, public speaking
· lng after 1:30 p.m. for those who
and graphics.
_,'need_them to attend Preview tay.
The Wmen Miler ski film
. . Information. concerning, admis'Wnter Fever", filmed this year,
sion to the university will be
will be shown in the Special
· ~-:ailab~efrom,~ a.m. unill 4 p.m.
Events Center at 8 p.rn, General
10 the Administration· Building,
admission will 00$1:
.
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ASBSU Board involvesstudents
by Mchelle Hartell
. Associate Editor
BSLJ-The ASBSU Programs Board
is the most effective unit of
student govemment in getting
students involved. The Programs
Board is behind each concert,
lecture, film and special event on
campus.
The director of the Programs
Board is Glade Wiliams. Serving
with
Wiliams
are
Sue
Shankweiler, chairperson of films;
Brian Harms, chairperson of concerts; John Scott in charge of
lectures and Tina Gustaveson,
chairperson of Special Events.
Total the Programs Board has 13
staff members.
The Programs department attempts to have at least one, if not
more events sponsored each
week. All contacts, advertising
-. and arranging is done through
each "chairperson.
Wiliams, as
director, keeps the department
going by helping where help is
needed.
Wiliams also has the power to
sign contracts so that the student
money, which funds the P.B. wili
be well managed. . Wiliams
stressed, .~
squeeze ont the
most we can from a dollar.
A day in the life of BSU's
Programs Board can have its
challenges but with good staff
working with Wiliams many possible disasters are handled with
ease.
One recent incident of adverted
disaster dealt with the Nitty Gritty
Dirt Band concert in OCtober. The
Band made it to Boise but all of
their sound equipment was in
II

Utah.
Brian Harms, Concert
Chairperson promptly called a
local sound system store in Boise
and the show went on.
Wiliams said, "It was really
great working with the Dirt Band.
They were really down to' earth and
Willing to make a go of things with
the equipment provided.
Each semester the Programs
Board has at least two big lectures
and two concerts. This year for
the first time in recent history,
films have been shown twice a
II

week, giving more students the
opportunity to see them .. Special.
Events include Homecoming and
other activities that fall under
films, lectures or concert
Upcoming events will include
the Faculty Lectures on subjects
ranging from "Inflation to the
"Interactions of the Nuclear Family.
An upcoming program will
Include
psychokmelisist
Uri
geller, the man with the ability to
bend things with his mind.
II

II

aeativeWritings
Needed' for cold drill
BSLJ-If you write poems, essays,
drill authors to a free copy of the
plays, or short stories and would
magazine prior to its public sale in'
like to see them published in the
Mirch-and
commensurate
national award-winning B.S.U. lig~ries.
.
terary magazine, the cold drill,
Besides numerous regional hoyou have until December 15 to
nors and awards, the cold-drill
submit work for th~ forthcoming
was named as the best university
issue.
literary magazine in theLntted
Typed or handwritten manuStates in 1978by the Coordinating
scripts should have author's name
Council of literarY Migazines in
and address on them and should
New York City. In .1976,1977 and
be turned in to the Denartment ot • 1979 the BSU magazine was
English (Liberal Arts building
selected by the Columbia l.k1iverroom 228) on campus.
sity School of Joumalism as.
Authors whose work is selected
"Gold ~alist"
publication, the
for publication will be notified by
highest award In their annual
mail by December 20th. Miterial
magazine competition.
not selected for publication will
The 1977 Issue was also senot be returned unless the author
lected to be in the University and
has attached a stamped, self-adCollege CSsigners Assoclatlon's
dressed retum envelope with their
traveling exhibition displayed
manuscript.
throughout the United States and
Publication in the Dspartrnent
Canada.
of English magazine entitles cold
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BllBLlCAL STUDIES
PRE-REGISTRATION

NOV 5-16

At the Biblical Studies Center, 1025 Belmont, Phone 342-2182, 345-3784.
At the Student Union Building lobby. Look for the Accredited Biblical Studies
table.

TUITION $1500 PER COURSE
It is the same for either credit or audit.

ACCREDITATION
At Oklahoma Christian College, in high standing with the North Central
Accrediting Association. This is an extension ammgement.

TRANSFER OF CREDITS

A variety of students, faculty, and administrators watched as /Jr;
Eugene Chaffee and Dr. John Keiser participated in the Presidential
Picture Dedication on Oct. 30, in the ASBSU Senate Chambers.
Photo by Debbie Gilbertson

SPRING SCHEDULE
1111 New Testament Survey

7:30-8:30 p.m. Tues.

An audio- visual-chronological study of the 27 letters comprising New
Testament literature.
Emphasis is placed on the life of Christ, early
Christianity, and basic Christian teachings.

3212 Pastoral Letters
10:40ull :30 a.m. TTh
(I & II Timothy, Titus)
An in depth study of the three letters written by Paul, the apostle, to the
young men Timothy and Titus and to' young 1st century churches.
Emphasis is placed on Christian service, personal maturity and the
pattern for church organization.

4712 Archaeology & the Bible

12:40-1:30 TTh

A study of Biblical Archa'eology emphasizing discoveries like the Dead
Sea Scrolls which have enhanced Biblical research. Data from dozens of
Archaeological discoveries id included.

Three Greek classes are also in progress,

Credits from these classes to your transcript at Boise State University can be
. made if the total does not exceed more than eight (8) hours of non-sectarian
religion courses, and no more than thirty-two (32) extension credits.

APPROVED FOR VETERAN'S TRAINING
. All courses in this program qualify for GI benefits.

SPONSOR
Church of Christ, 2000 Eldorado, Boise, is interested in serving the students
of Boise State University, therefore making it possible for you to register in
these courses at a minimal cost (just enough to cover the book work). For more
information, write Biblical Studies Center, 1025 Belmont St., Boise, II) 83706,
or call 342·2182, 345·3784, or 375·1739.

Biblical Studies Center Leadership L to'R:&ck
- Tim Gordon, President;
John
Moreland, Direetor-Instroctor; Clyde Jolly, Vice President: Seated _
Mel~e Moreland, Secretary treasurer; Nancy Dahlberg & Debbie Riley, Social
Chaumen.
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BSU to
Remodel

, i~\\

UNIVERSITY

All for FREE.

365-1464

iDAHO AIR GUARD JETS
The Sound of lFreedomo
385-5385

stu nt
ward
,

BSlJ-Fonner Boise State University student Divid Harris, Hailey,
has received a fourth place award
of $25Dfrom the James F. Uncoln
Arc \ii.elding Foundation, Cleveland, Ohio, for his entry in the
foundation's annual arc welding
awards program.
The award was for the design
and construction of a pair of
decorative jewelry store aluminum
gates. Harris received a certificate
of completion in the BSU welding
,program in 197~.

There has never been a
better time to get that Perm or
special set you've wanted, then
right now. With these' Coupon
Specials,you'll not only get aprice
that's hard to resist, but you'll
also get some excellent hair
design by Mr. Don's very
talented students. So clip 'em and
give us a call.

Grants:-CONTINUED

FROM

COVER

Wlile D', Reed encourages
faculty members to, take advantages of those funds available to
them, he also cautions that the
proposals be "viable." BSU and
the State Board of Education
frown on proposals that would
obligate the state legislature to
appropriate funds when the federal dollars have run out.
Reeds office will screen proposals submitted and aid in developing proposals. This office also
takes care of intemal administrative tasks that wouid allow a
faculty or staff member to get
started on his/her project once it
has been accepted.
The Center for Research, Grants
and Contracts is not solely for the
benefit of faculty members. There
are also funds available for students who are interested in doing
research or a special project. rx.
Reed stated that he realized not ,
many students who are carrying a
full load ot credits could take on
the added responsibility of extra
research. But he stated that he
does encourage students who
wish to pursue a project to get in
touch with this office.

8

News, Sports,
Opinion, Comlx
and Entertainment.

BSlJ-Several residential housing
units at Boise State Lhiverslty will
be remodeled this year in a project
designed to save energy and lower
heating costs.
M>st of the work will be done
on the Lhlverslty Oourts, a complex ot 70 apartments that was
built after Wlrld War II. About 200
students and their families live in
the units.
Remodeling
will
include
replacement of all windows with
thermopane glass, newtnsulatlon
in attics, and tighter fitting In
hallways to eliminate air drafts.
But most Important, according
to assistant director of student
residential life Dive Boerl, each
apartment will receive its own
temperature control. The units are
now ccntmlled by a central sys,tem, and cannot be requlated
individually.
Smaller remodeling projects are
also' scheduled for Chaffee and
Towers donnitories, where another set of doors will be installed in
some lobby, areas to prevent
drafts.
Contractor for the $233 819
.. _projec;:tis Pete Riha Qlnstructlon
, Boise. Architects are from th~
finn of Leathan, Krohn and
Trmmennan.
Funds-for the project come from
a 4O-year, three percent loan
granted BSU from the federal
Office of Housing and Urban
D3velopment (HUD).
in addition to the remodeling
project, Boerl said the university
is near the end of "extensive"
repairs to its steam heating system at University Courts, Before
the repairs, heat was being lost
through several leaks that developed in the system, he explained.
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KEEPSAKE
the ultimate
diamond ring
The center diamond is guaranteed in writing for perfect
c1arity ... fine white color ...
and precise cut ... exquisitely
mounted in 14 Karat yellow
or white gold.

Keepsake

x

Registered Diamond Rings
"Wh ..n- Dn'~II" Com .. Trur-'

Call
Jewelers
f .

222 N. L,atah 342-4657
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Custom Protem
~
Shampoo Set,
~
Permanent. Haircut, m
Haircut
~
n Styl.e and Conditi?ner..
and Style .
M
Valld Tuesday-Fr-iday. Valid Tuesday-Friday.
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DOWNTOWN BOISE VlIITA VILLAGE
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"Animal House"
Can't stop Rush
(CPS)--tv1embershlp .In
.the
nation's fratemltles and soronties
continued to climb this fall,
despite some random fears that
films like Animal House .might
- sully greeks' image enough. to
keep some students from rushing,
In fact, if some greeks are right,
the. film might have even helped
draw more students into rush"
"The film certainly sparks people s
interest," Sigma Pi Epsilon ~~
Roesler told the Southem illinOIS
U1iverslty-8:lwardsville' A1estle,. ,
"The first impression is probably
negative, but when people find .out
. what fratemity life is really like,
they become interested."
Jack Anson, executive director
of the National Interfratemity
Council, adamantly reassures
questioners that there's Iittle relation between the D3ltas of Animal
House and the typical greek
house. "I think there is a rather
sli9t:1L9QJ'!!lIa.HQ.n
. between, the ..
, popularity of the film and the
rising popularity of the greek
system.
"The movie's gained popularity
because of the increased popularity of the fraternities, not vice
versa. "
But Sigma Pi's Brad Lewis told
the Alestle that "Animal House
certainly improved our rush."
"I didn't think about joining a
sorority
until I saw Animal
House," Roula Rigas told the
paper.

. ..
d th second annual "Great
Homecoming festiVIties feature
e
Ik way with first
American Talent Show, "which saw Sue Croner wa a
_
Photo by Debbie Gilbertson
p Iace hana rs .
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Bob Sims

Special

Boisean lounge
8:00

Events
Center

Thursday, November 15,1979

Dr. Robert C. Sims,
Associate Professor
of History
"Another Kind of Homecoming: The Return of.
.
JapaneseAmericans
to the West Coast FollOWing
World War II"

Hugh Prather
Philosopher & AuthorNovember 13, 14, 15

SPECIALLECTIJRE FORUM:
N ovemher 13, 1979 ~:30-9: 30
SUB Ballroom Ticket $1.00
Available at Comm Dept.
Information Booth -

All Other Sched~led'
Events Are Free!

$.50 Students
$1.00 General

COMIMG
ATTI\ACTIO~

First Time

to be shown

i f t

j

Big 4

November 16& 18 '
Starring Paul Newman
50¢ Student $1.00 General
lhonks tbKFXDsuper 58 &XDFM'95 for their help
in our Homecoming
• "~I
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Grades Harder to Attain

"Dare To Aim High"

(CPS)-"I'm working just as hard students' chances of getting jQ.bs.
as last year," complains a Univer- Virginia's mandated approach to
sity of Virginia law student, "but
lowering grade levels inspired a
last year I was an A student, and
small rally and a published protest
this year I'm a B student."
just after the first set of grades
The student, who requested were distributed in ear1yOctober.
anonymity for fear of "getting a
To compensate, the university's
bad reputation" among prospecplacement office put a paper
tive employers, isn't alone. last
explaining the new QradinQ stanyear a third of his classmates were dards in each student's tranA students. This year, after the
scripts. But "paperor not, it stili
law faculty resolved to fight grade looks like I'm not dolnq'as well as '
inflation, only 19 percent of any
I used to," observes the Virginia
class can get A grad~.
Wlile
student.
acedemecians applaud such antilhe student law weekly said the
inflantlonary measures as essen- placement office was indUlging in
tial means of restoring grades'
"blissful naivete" in believing- its
credibility, students are beginning
notice would convince employers
Non Verbal
to worry that grade deflation
to accept a pattem of declining
Resovling Conflict
might make it harder to get jobs.
grades.
.
'w'en 1Interview next spring,"
Small
Group.
explains the Virginia student, "I
The problem of deflation is so
haveto explain why my grades are new, though, few placement
lower. I doubt many (employment offices have come up with altemarecruiters) will take my explana- -tive ways of successfully _ex~
don seriously."
plalning the new grading stancarolyO Jutz of the College dards to employers.
.
Placement Council in Bethlehem,
The. College Placement CounPa,says that "quite a number of
cil's .Camlyn LutZ-moums that
employers" have expressed con- grade deflation's _effect on stucem over both grade Inflation and dents' Job prospects is "a .hot
deflation. The concem, shesays,
topic" among placement officers,
arises because grading standards
but that "there's no research that
''vary so much from college to
says What the effect is."
college that employers who recruit
,Mchigan
State's Shingleton
nationally end up selecting so
thinks the best way to solve the
many bad graduates and missing
problem is to have employers
. so many good prospects."
understand "the -parameters in
Lutz says that cumulative grade which grades are given."
point averages have risen from 2.3
He helps by providing "quartile
in 1969 to 2.5 today.
Other
ranking" for each student. The
measures of how easy it is to get
rankings simply tell the employer
good grades are more dramatic.
which quarter of the class a
Four out of every five Harvard
student falls into. "Smart placeStudents currently graduate with
ment directors will see that emhonors. Almost two-thirds of the
players get the rankings. Not all
University of North carolina's
directors do, but they should."
class of 1977 had a three-polnt or
Yet grades were first given so .
better, while the number of As
that faculty members could rank
granted doubled from 1962 to
students.
Dm't such rankings
1972. The freshman Nationally
mean that placement officers are
Arvo Juola of Mchigan State's taking the job from administrators
Learning and Evaluation Service - and faculty members?
found college GPAs going from
"I think that's true," Shingleton
2.4 in 1965 to 2.8 in 1974.
says. "But it's happening in other
8nployers have generally tried
areas than grades, too. Univerto q,djust by attaching less weight
sities used to be mother and
to grade point averages than fatherto the student. The dean of
before. "l\tbny employers are con- students used to kick a student
cemed that an old measuring stick
with a can of beer off campus.
is not as valid as it once was;" The same reasons the dean can't
observes John Shingleton, place- do that anymore are tied in with
ment director at Mchigan State.
why there's grade inflation."
But grade point averages are "very
elusive things.
8nployers who
use it-if that's all they use-are
making a mistake."
Shingleton has witnessed .a
certain selective disregard for
GPAs among many employers.
Just when employers began
adjusting to grade Inflation, howcampus Digest News Service
ever, academicians began imposOperating costs at most univering tougher grading standards.
sities and colleges were below the
The number of As granted at the
general inflation rate during the
U of Texas, for example, has fallen
past year.
The govemment's
every year since 1974, and last
consumer price index indicated a
spring fell to the 1972 level. . general inflation of 9.4 pfircent,
cmtmouth has. dramatically cut
but costs at most higher-educathe number of Phi Beta Kappas it
tion lnstltuttons rose 7.8 percent
graduates by applying a new
in the f979 academic year.
percentile formula.
The higher-education price inThere are some studies that
dex, which measures the changes
'show that faculty efforts to deflate
in prices that colleges and univergrades are beginning to take hold.
sities pay for goods and services,
The Mchlgan State study sug- , show that figures. for campus
gests the national college GPAfeli
utilities have doubled in five years
to 2.7 last year, from 2.8 in 1974.
due to rising energy costs.
The deflation at Texas was
The figures for fringe benefits
achieved through strongly-worded
for college and university embut unofficial directives to departployees have also increased
ment heads. Bsewhere, efforts at
sharply. But the rise in profesgrade deflation have been more sional salaries are not as rapid as
formal, as administrations man- other parts of the total operating
date that grades are distributed
eosts, which rose by 6.1 percent
according to astrict formula. New last year, compared with the
rules at Stephens College In overall Increase of 7.8 percent.
Mssouri, for example, mandate
The prices of1Jooks and periodthat no more than six percent of
Icals have doubled In eight years
each senior class can graduate and last year's index showed an 11
with high horiors.
percent' increase for U.S. period• Yet all methods of stopping
teals and 11.5 percent Increase for
,grade Inflation are -threats: to - --hardcover·editions;··· ..·•..·..;···..··•..•·········..··_.. _. _.•.•.•.:.-•• -•.~-.-•.•-••.• -•• -.-•.•-•.•.•••

·A LeadershipW orkshop
Put on by Beta Sigma Lambda Eta
Saturday November 10

Workshops will deal with

*PARLIAMENTARY PROCEDURE
*COMMUNICAnON

plus Luncheon

and Entertainment'

*PUBLIC SPEAKING
* PUBLIC RELATIONS
*LEADERSHIP PIDLOSOPHY

Starting 9:00 .. 2:45 In the Senate Chambers
Limited Number to Attend
Can 385 ..1440 for more Information
$1.00 Per Person

!
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Inflation War
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Religion and Humanity'
Bob Djlan, it Is said, has become saved. He has su~posedly
joined the ranks, proclaiming himself a follower of Jesus Chnst. The
lyrics of one Djlan song heard on a recent "Saturday Night Live"
program bear out the hear-say; Djlan told listeners that had only two
choices about whom they would serve and that the choice Is between
the D:MI and the Lord. The guru of the sixties seems to be foll0\o"lng
other flower children from an extreme dependency on music and
drugs In the times of troubled waters into a dependency on God to
bridge those waters.,
,
, Nor Is this dependency the sole ,property of the ~Iggles of the
sixties. The current Boise showing of the straight mOVIeabout Jesus
played to full houses over the past weekend and the audience sobbed
in all the riQht places forthoseof the faith. People are fln~lng God at
an amazin'g rate throughout the country and betlevers In ~tem,
Social, tlhjstlcal, Psychic, Political, Cyclical, or Cultural Religions
abound In greater numbers than ever before,
Thus the situation. 'Now the problem. The problem is the one of
us versus them. Wlen mankind finds religion, he begins to n:joice
as one of the in-group as opposed to those of the out-group. He
speaks in-group jargon; he performs in-group rituals; he associates
with only those of his own in-group kind. In its ugliest form,
in-groupism becomes a crusade and believers head out to kill the
heathen (read out-groupers). And nothing less than the I-bly Bible
shows the-us-versus-them aspect of religion has plagued the earth
since earliest times.
if the plague is everto be stamped out, people are going to ha~ to
give human-space to those who don't, and who won't ever, believe
what they believe in the same way that they believe it. And after a
little thought, even the most devout believer could pertrapsccme to
the conclusion that there might just be room for a little doubt about
such things as God and Heavenand the D3vil and Hell and life by the
numbers and the charts. Wlo knows? There may actually be
altematives to choosing between extremes and dependency-In spite
of what Djlan says.
, ST

by Garry Wlls

Progress and Profit,
Wlich brings me to the sign one
Just as Iwas'gettlng used to the
well-dressed and pretty young
young religious hustlers at airwoman was wearing in the airport:
ports, they spring a slightly older
"Nuclear Plants are Better Built
but just as handsome army of
than Jane Fonda." That tempted
nuclear-power, hustlers on me.
me toward memories of Joyce
The religious fanatics look like
Kilmer (after whom my highslightly flaky ,debutantes. ' The
school library was named).
nukers look like the hardest
driving young matrons in the' Brilliant enfineers could make,
greedy businessmen maladminisJunior League'S fund-raising arm:
ter, stupid employees klutz up and
The religious types try to pin
federal regulators overlook the
flowers on you, while politely
faults of, Three Mle Island's
lightening your wallet. The applant-stili caught in the throes of
proach is subtle, but a nuisanceits own costly errors; but only God
the airports. post waming against
can make a Fonda (or, 'forthat
these pale but efficient seductions
matter, the woman behind the
to the cause of some God or other.
placard).
_
The nukers are, by contrast,
The pitch of these well-heeled
well scrubbed but nasty. Their
poster-boarders was mainly Proplacard mottos run to things like,
gress. VIla cannot tum back the
"Nobody crowned at Three-Mle
clock. The glories of the mind's
Island." Ralph Nader and Jane
advance-good stuff like that;
Fonda are the favorite villains.
stuff, for that matter, Imainly buy.
One of the nuke groupies was
chanting, "If Ralph Nader built . But what is the mind's Progress? Go back to the engineering
your car, 'It would break down in
problem of Jane Fonda's contwo weeks." Tnat may be truestruction.
VIla know that even
and may be the reason Nader has
God's trees can die by chemical
the good sense not to make cars.
asphyxlatlon,
VIla can pollute a
Pathologists do not make human
tree to death-not to mention a
bodies, or even do major surgery
child. Progress in medicine has
on them-but we want their diag. taught us how to spon and deal
noses, nonetheless.
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Good Old Boys

with not only ancient. aliments,
which all flesh was heir to, but,
modem enemies like thalidomide.
And progress, real progress, Implies a power of self-con-ection.
Chemists Invented thalidomide,
along with the Salk vaccine. But
other chemists learned the difference in effect between the two
inventions, and suppressed thalidomide while diffusing the Salk
vaccine.
This matterof progress, science
and self-con-ectlon comes to a
head In dally crunches-the most
recent a closing of radioactive
waste dumps for the residue. of
medical experiments.
Nobo.dy
wants to stop such research; but
no one wants, either, to store it
near an innocent citizenry. I/'Ik
have seen too many examples of
dangerous storage, even of nonnuclear. chemicals. Yet consider
this:
The waste problem for
nuclear medical research is minor
compared to that for nuclear
power (not to mention nuclear
weaponry).
Progress has its cost; but
unWillingness to, distinguish between costs that are acceptable '
and those that cannot be accepted .
amounts to an abdication of
progress. The real "Luddites, " the
wreakers of the fruits of knowledge, are the young matrons
mindlessly endorsing more Three
Mle Islands, not those ,who try to
save medical research by containing the dangers of nuclear waste.
The self-proclaimed prophets of
progress in the airports are really the prophets of profit-and the two
are not always the same thing,
(M". 'Mils Isa nationally syndldated columnist)

,

The job was advertised in the
" to make job advancement easier
y . IC
IS
for men and harder for women.
campus publlcatlon that a~nounces vacancies. There was a
Here is a minor story of the
little asterisk next to the notice,
workings of Old Boylsm.
It
The Vlbmen's Liberation tv'bve... at pending draft legislation as seen tnrouqh t~e eyes of P~litics &
Education, a magazine for college and University people. 'Todays
"rnent has taken on quite an happened recently at a major meaning that there was an
"inside" candidate being consimedical school. There was prob'manpower gap,' created by raising the number of troops, needed in
adwrsary:
Old Boyism.
Old
dered for the position.
No
ably no' malice or intentional
case there is a major non-nuclear war in Europe, is merely the latest
, Boyism arises from the Informal
national search was conducted as
discrimination involved. The rein a long line of cynical efforts to justify the Pentagon's
association and communication
had been the first time around.
sult, however, was that an able
of men who work together. It just
technological and imperial adventures.
Several other young male proand ambitious young man took a
"Join the army; travel to exotic, distant lands; meet exciting,
seems to happen at business
fessors called to Inquire about the
step up the administrative ladder,
lunches, In bars, in locker rooms
unusual people and kill them."
position. They got the picture and
while an able and ambitious
KC.
and in many other settings in
decided they weren't Interested.
young woman did not. Actually,
which women are absent or unPerhaps they knew that there are
no woman even had an opporcomfortable. One of Its effects Is
always other opportunities for
tunity to prove herself equal to the
people who behave "like good old
particular job In question. Like all
boys.
.
such stories, this one Is full of
A female professor called up.
little bureaucratic details, so bear
The dean was a bit chilly, but she
with me.
A few.years ago a committee of
said that she'd like to be conresearch scientists at the medical
sidered for the position. She was
school decided that there wasn't
told that she'd be contacted about
Those of you who listened to
out In the middle of h:ghways, the
and their communities.·
For
enough being done to promote
an interview. ~sumlng that the
Ralph Nader recently were treated
The "pushing" of non-nutritional
example, companies need people
research and help researchers.
whole matter was being handled
to a mind-stimulating presentabreakfast cereals on children's 1V to· devise ways to control the
The committee recommended that
rather informally, which it was,
lion which, hopefully, will prompt
programs, etc.).
amount of pollution being emitted
a new position, an associate
she never wrote a formal letter of
you to take some form of action,
I feel that M-. Nader omitted" • into the environment, people who
deanship for research, be created. _ application, so there is no docudiscussing one very Important
can minimize the use of natural
The medical school advertised
mentary record of her interest In
The principal message I, re- ' way to become involved and to
resources such as water and fossil
nationally for an associate dean,
the job.
She was never intereived from the speech was "get
change things to the way we
fuels, people who will work to
and the top candidates were
viewed. The appointment of the
involved." If you don't like the
would like them: that is, to go to
eliminate hazards in the work . interviewed. There were several
young man was on the agenda for
laws that are being passed, you
work in industry and partlclpateIn
environment, people who will train
good people available, but In the
approval by the university's govshould study the voting records of
the mainstream of our economy.
other employees to be cognizant
end, the dean decided that he
erning board within a month. This
your representatives, pressure
You know, companies .don't make
of and to awid potential hazards
would do It all himself. Nobody
was certainly not a timetable that
them to vote the way you desire
deliberate decisions to maim or to
surrounding -thern, people who
was hired.
reftected a. vigorous search proand vote them out of office If they
injure the health of people.
can design safer and more fuelM3anwhlle bacl( in the laboracess.
.
don't respond. M-. Nader indiCompanies are made up of a good
efficient vehicles, people who will
tory there was a young male
The spirit of the affirmative
cated that' you should consider
cross section, of people who
develop products that are more
professor whose research wasn't
action hiring regulations was
forming citizen lobbying groups to
sometimes make stupid decisions
nutritious and people who can
going too well. He thought It over 'clearly violated, although the letcounteract the lobbying groups
and who often opt to do the most
devise more cost-efficient ways to
and decided that maybe he'd be
ter of the law may possibly have
which. oppose your views and
expedient or cost effective thing
produce, package and deliver
happier as an adrnlnlstrator, To
been followed. The basic fact Is
interests; and if you don't like
without considering all the consethese products in order to hold
test the Idea, he went to the dean
that a new job was created
what is being sold in grocery
quences.
Today's industry is
down consumers' costs. The list
and volunteered' to do some
especially for an ambitious young
stores, you should consider partlchanging rapidly (in some ways, of worthwhile contrlbutions is
administrative work.
man to take a step up.' None of
cipating in citizen pressure groups
because of people like Ralph
only limited by your Imagination.
Not t;lOlydid 'the young protes-,
the
ambitious young women in the
to get'the products and labeling
Nader and consumer oriented
OJ get involved as Ralph Nad
sor have Initiative, but he' did a
country .ever had a chance to
that you want.
groups). Wlile you can make an
exhorts us. Use your constltugood job too. He did so well that
compete. Eventhe tiny handful of
M-. Nader cited several exam- impact on society as a member of
tional rights to change things to
"he worked himself right Into a
feminists In the medical school is
pies of lrresponslble governmena citizens group, you can also
the ,way you want them. Also
job," as they say.
The dean
reluctant to protest or investigate
tal 'decisions (the bail out of
make a tremendous impact as an
consider a career In Industry as an
decided that he could in fact use
further. They are faced with a fait
Chrysler, rejection of consumer "Individual In industry. Companies ,avenue of effecting that change.
someone to assist him In research
accompli, the dean Is powerful,
agency, etc.) and many examples
need people with education and
matters, and this ,Young man fit
and the' new. assistant dean is
Philip A Toomey
of Irresponsible business dec1vision, people who can thing
the bill.
A new position was competent and really a nice old
(M: Toomey Is a general manager
slons (l-ooker Chemical's Love
Intelligently and who consider
announced. This time It .was an
boy.
"
Canal, autos engineered to have how their decisions will Impact on with National Company headassistant to the dean, 'nolan
Dr. Welsler Isa·
nationally
uartered lIT Boise
ges that" maim, .autos, that stelt.. "'th~l(empIOYees, their consumers
associate dean.
syndicated columnist.'
b
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Faculty Speakers
Series Begins

Faculty Meetings
~eral
~~nallonal

P.M in the Bannock room (2nd
floor of the SUB).

Ralph Nader has come and
gone, 'but in his wake Boise has
two seeds of thought which, given
any cultivation at all, will grow to
be important contributions to this'
community;

Besides the PIRG Idea, Nader
also embedded the thought of a
community Congress' \N:ltch.
Essentially, a Congress \N:ltch
consists of citizens meeting with
their congressman and then together examining his/her voting
record.
The benefit of such
scrutiny is obvious-it would make
representatives more accountable
to us, their constituents.

One of the concepts left behind
deals with a Public Interest and
Research Group (PIRG). Briefly,
the PIRG's purpose would be (as
stated, for example, in Utah's
PIRG by-laws) "To articulate and
pursue through the media, the
Institutions of govemment, the
courts, and other legal means, the
concems of students on issues of
general public interest.

Sponsorship of a Congress
\N:ltch Is now being considered by
the ASB. The time and place of
the next meeting has not yet been
- set; but once it has, it will be
The issues would
publicized and open to. everyone.
Include consumer protection, human rights, environmental preserBoth the Congress \N:ltch and
vation, govemment agencies, and
the PIRG proposals seem worthy
the role of corporation and labor
of support, however the ASB
concems in the lives of the
needs an indication from students
averagecitizen. The PIRG's would
as to whether the nurturing of
be nonpartican, nonprofit, and
these concepts should be contistudent controlled."
nued or suspended. Please talk to
your Senators and executive offiA student committee has just
cers; inform them of your opinion.
been formed to research how
tv'akethem accountable.
Boise State University might estaSincerely,
blish a PIRG. The welcome mat is
out to any student Interested in
MkeCramer
attending the next meeting on
ASBSU President
Thursday, N~vember 15, at 8:00

Studies, Nov. 7 at1:3Op.m.,

Library,

Studies, Nov. 8 at ap.m., Library,

Faculty senate, Nov. 8 at 3:10p.m., Nez Perce
Room, SUB.
.
Faculty Development, Nov. 12 at 8:30p.m.,
Library, 247

"BSU"Preview" Starts Nov. 14
Boise State University will host an open house
for high school seniors and the general public
during the ·second annual "BSU Preview" day
scheduled Nov. 14
All departments on campus will partlclpate in
Informing the public about BSU and Its academic
and vo-tech programs.
There will be an information desk open
throughout the day In the main floor lobby of the
Student Union Building. Open campus parking
will be located in the Visitors Center and the
Bronoo Stadium parking lots.
The day's activities will begin at 9a.m. with a
speech by President John H Keiser and will
include displays, demonstrations, skits, films and
tours. Each department will be involved In the
preview with activities related to the various
Interest areas and scheduled at differenl times
during the l!ay.

The Facutty Speakers Series is scheduled to
begin Nov. 15 at 8p.m. in the Bolsean Room of
the Student Union Building.
Dr. Robert Sims,
associate professor of
history, will open the series with "Another Kind
of Homecoming," the story of the return of the
Japanese Americans to the West Coast following
the World War II.
.
Those attending the Lecture will be asked to
donate to the faculty series scholarship to gain
admission.
,.

Prather to Visit
Hugh Prather, author of the best seiling book
"Notes to Myself"
wllf be at Boise State
Unlversiiy November 13-15 for a public lecture
and rneettnce with oommunlty and student
groups.
Prather will speak on "There Is a Place wnere
You 'Are Not Alone" Tuesday, Nov. 13 at
7:3Op.m.ln the SUB Ballroom. Admission Is $1.
During his three day stay In Boise, Prather will
also visit with groups such as Aloohollcs
Anonymous, Rape Crisis Center, Mountain
States Tumor Institute, and BSU students In
oommunlcatlon and social work.
His Lecture and visit to Boise Is sponsored by
the Boise_State communication department. ..

Information for this space Is provlded by the Office of Information Services, Ad. Bldg., Rm 123. or phone ~'582

Your Molenaar's
Representatives
on Campus
Rick

"\JPat

rn~

Choose From
Our Selection of
Diamond Jewelry
Watches
Earrings
Pendants
and much more

Jewelers

1207 Broadway 2 Blncks South of Bronco Stadium

Peace Corps and VISTA Volunteers are people pretty much like you. People with commitment and
skills who have decided there must be more to life than just holding down a job.
The problems that our volunteers deal with both overseas and here at home aren't new. Such as the
cycle of poverty that traps one generation after another because they're too busy holding on to get ahead.
The debilitating effects of malnutrition and disease. Education and skills that are lacking, and the means to
get them, too.
.
.
.
,
Former Volunteers win ten you that long hours and frustration come with the job, but that the satisfaction and rewards are immense. For many it has been the central event of their lives, with experiences
and new perspectives that few of them expected. As one Volunteer to Africa stated: "Don't expect to
change the world. The Peace Corps experience will change your world." The same is true for VISTA.
where you'll discover that social change on. behalf of the poor anddisadvantaged
is not only possible, but
essential. and that you can be a part of the process.
We are now accepting applications for several' thousand one- and two-year volunteer positions that
begin in the next 12 months in 65 overseas countries and throughout the U.S. Our representatives will be
"pleased to discuss the opportunities with you,

November 6-9: Information Booth, 10 am - 6 pm, BSU
SUB J...obhy, Sign up for interviews now.
November 7:

vet» Film Seminar,

12 noon

1:30 pm,

BSU SUB Caribou Rm.
November 14, 1979
8:00p.m:
BSU Student Union Ballroom
$MO Student $2.00General
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November 8 & 9: Scheduled Interviews, 9 am - 5 pm,
Career & Financial Services, 117.
Adm.inistration Bldg.
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9:30 to 9:00
SATURDAY 9 to 7
SUNDAY ii to 6
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X-CQualify

for' .Nationals
by Paul Rossi
Arbiter Staff
Jody and Judy Smith, the twins
from Ontario, will be representing
Boise State in the AIAWNatlonals
at Tallahassee, Florida on November 17.
Both girls qualified by finishing
In the top 15 at the NCVI.6A
Regionals .on Saturday in Spokane. '
.
Jody finished a very respectable
third in the 5,000 meter event with
a time of 19:14 and her sister Judy
finished 11th with a 19:47 clockIng.
This will be Jody's second trip
to the Natlon~s.,
Judy barely'
missed qualifying last year and
she says she Is reallylooldng
forward to running with her sister
in Florida.
Jean CGrbin of Seattle-Pacific
lkliverslty won the race In 17:37
with her teammate Gail York
finishing second In 18:51.
._._. Also finishing for the Broncos
were Cherry Gardner 27th, Cindy
Blaser31st, Beth Rupprecht 32nd,
Terry Johnston 35th, and Lisa
Johnston 36th.
'" had hoped to do better as a
team," said Head Coach Basil
Dihlstrom. "But I'm naturally very
happy that Jodyand Judy will be
competing for BSU in the Nationals."
Coach Dahlstrom and the Smith
twins will head for the AIAW
. Nationals on November 15th
which will be hosted by Florida
State Univer.;ity.

Harriers Head for
Championship

Our reg, 20.00
Comfortable
100%
cotton
corduroy pants in two styles.
Check out the 5-pocket western
style or front pleat style with 1f4
top pockets. In brown, navy,
grey, camel, or beige.
VAN

Our reg. 30.00
Classic two button, 100% cotton
corduroy blazer features front
patch pockets and narrow lapels.
Choose pinwale or widewale cord
in brown, navy, camel, or beige.

HEUSEN

MEMFSWOVEN
fLANNEL SHU\is

s

MENFSCORDUROY
HIKING PANTS

~.

Our reg. 11.90
Long sleeve woven flannel shirts
are as comfortable as they are
classic. 1OO%.cGtton, permapress in a variety of pl"ids and
solids.
S-P. -L-SL.

bur reg. 28.00
Enjoy the comfort and easy care
of cotton hiking pants In tan
widewale. Great for casual wear
or the rugged outdoors.
Size
28-38.

STORES
Boise: Cornet of Fairview 6 Curtis
TO' SE'I\VJE
Corner of 3rd 6. Main
YOU!·
.,:. ampa: 1031 Nampa-Caldwell
Blvd.
,
\

I

;
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(BSU)- The Boise State men's
cross-country team will travel to ~
Provo, uno participate in the Big
Sky Conference District 7 championships on Nov. 10. The race will
be run over a rugged 10,000 meter
course.
Scott Blackburn, Karl Knapp
and cave Steffans will lead the
way for the Broncos against some
of the toughest competition of the
year.
Tom Rothenberger and
I-bward Conley will round out the
BSU team in the conference
championships.
Northern Arizona University and
the lkliversity of Nevada-Reno will
be the favorites in the meet, along
with the University of Idaho.
In recent issue of Harrier
magazine NAU was ranked 15th in
the nation,
Idaho 16th and
Nevada-Reno was 20th in the poll.
The lkliversity of Oregon led the
balloting and'UTEP was second.
Northern
Arizona's
Art
.M3nchaca leads the way for the
Lumberjacks. M3nchaca has the
fastest 10,000 meter time in the
Big Sky this fall,covering
the
distance in 30:45.5 seconds.
Nevada-Reno with, its strong
contingent of foreign runners
could be the team to strip the
Lumberjacks of their conference
crown In 1979, but it will take a
great effort, as the Lumberjacks
have compiled. some impressive
statistics In the early going. The
axers placed third in the tough
San Diego State University InvitatlonalIn early October.
"NAU, Nevada-Reno and Idaho
look like the teams to beat this
year," said BSU Cross-Country
Coach 8:1 Jacoby.
"V\e haven't run anywhere near
our potential thus far in the
season, but we hope to get good
performances from Scott (Blackbum), Karl (Knapp), and cave
(Steffans)," Jacoby said:
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Last Tournament Slated
• of BSU's 11-15, 13-15 effort.
"Even at that we barely lost," she
added.
The
Portland
match
was
tougher to lose, as the last game
in the match saw BSU ahead 14-8,
but finally losing 18-16. A victory
in this match would navesecured
at least fourth place in the league
and a berth
in the regional
toumament.
Senior Cindy Simpkins led the
team in offense, over the weekend, with 26 serves with one error
and two aces, plus twelve kills and
no passing errors.
Susan Vietti,
the only other. senior on the
Last Saturday Boise State dropsquad, passed at 95 per cent and
ped two matches in the Interstate
had eleven kills, while freshman
League regional qualifying
tourBarb Michado
served 24 times
ney, against IJI..estem \N3.shington
with three aces.
-and U. of Portland.·
BSU had
Earlier in the week, BSU had'
defeated
both teams in earlier
defeated
College
of Southem
season competition.
Idaho 15-2, 15-13, 15-5; and
"The team was nervous in the
Treasure Valley CC, 15-9, 15-3,
WNJ match and did not play
15-9.
well," said coach D:lrlene Bailey

(UA)-Wth
a year's experience
and high hopes for future sea- sons,
the
freshman-dominated
BSU volleyball team heads for its
last tournament of the year at the
University of Idaho this weekend,
after narrowly missing a chance
for post-season regional play.
The Bronco women now have a
12-10 record, and with two wins
this weekend could secure their
first winning season since 1974.
BSUwill meet Idaho, \N3.shington
State
junior
varsity,
Eastern
\N3.shington
and Spokane Falls

"Arbiter Staff

Nov 20
Christmas
List
Issue

Special
Sports
Issue

UTII

TIME'S RUNNI

TO SAVE LIKE NEVER BEfORE WITH A
Bogus Basin Season Pass.
Buy your season pass before

and get a Bogus Basin Bonus Book lFiU.IE.II

season pass
GtloBder's

, playoff berth would doubtless go
to' Lehigh,
now 7-2, but the
possibilities...
.
But back to business:

About this time of year, 1-M
college football watchers naturally
start turning their minds toward
the playoffs for national champ-Big
ionships.
This year the picture
would be relatively clear-cut - if
the regular season. were already
over.
Unfortunately,
there's
another
two weeks before the
post-season starts, and that muddies things.
The Mini~Division
playoffs
feature four teams, one from each
of four areas: west, southwest, .
southeast, northeast.
The IJI..estem team, it seems,
will probably. be Mlntana
State,
since the Bobcats are Big Sky
champs and the Big Sky is the
only westem conference. Besides,
no eligible squad will have any
fewer than three overall losses
after BSUdoes what they'll do to
Nevada-Reno.
Of course, we all know who the
shoo-in would be if the Big Sly
hadn't forced this year's Broncos
to account for last year's maneuver.
rv'bve across the country and
the picture gets hazier.
Grambling, which has flowered
slnce
losing two of its first four games,
could
have' the South-western
conference sewed up if they beat
Southern on the last game of the
season.
It'd be a shame if 7-1
Jackson State were left out because of one loss at the wrong
time. "On the other hand, it'd be as
much of a shame if Grambling
were .shoved out because their
game with Southern happeos to
be scheduled on Dec. 1...
MJrray State is the Cinderella
story of the division.
Last year
4-7, they're currently
8-1-1 and
undefeated
in the Ohio Valley
Conference, and have only to beat .
out IJI..estem Kentucky
for the
confirmed title. Trouble is, IJI.estem's a strong team and Itching for
a spoiler weeks after losing to
Eastern Kentucky, which can take
the crown If IJI.estem beats Mirray
and Eastem takes the lackluster
tv'breheadState
on Nov. 17.
Confused?
Of course.
.
Boston U. should easily dispatch Connecticut
and clinch the
Yankee crown and the Northeast
berth. \Mat, though, if Connecticut, stili jacked after' a heady
victory over league-leading
Missachusetts
(which stili
has a
chance) sweeps through Boston
and New Hampshire (the latter no
big trick) to clinch the conference
with a 4-0-1 league mark arld a
best-P9sslblli3 5-5-1 ~~Qn?,
The
J:;lt-i~.J Y,:..'C~);)l.· ,\i ...f'l1.,fIG.".)
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Playoff Picture Poses Puzzles
by Jerry Richards
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Last lJI..eek: 8-2 (back on track)
Cumulative: 62-27-1, .694 (hope I
finish above .700)
Sky: 37-7, .636

fH

Discounts on ski equipment, snow tires, ski clothing,
even complimentary drinks around town.
A party at Bogus Basin and other goodies to boot!!
Valued at over 200 dollars!

This \i\eeks Picks:
Boise State 35, Nevada-Reno 14
(chomp, chomp, gulp)
Thriller altha Wook: Idaho 45, Weber
State 42
Portland State 56. Idaho State 7 (had
your chance, Bengals)
Upsat Special: Montana 27, Northern
Colorado 21
Montana State 31, North Dakota State
14 (too hot to handle)
Boston U, 28, UConn 3 (with any luck)
Grambling 31, S.C. State 24
Massachusetts 35, Holy Cross 10
Florida A&M 21, Southern 7 (Frustration game)
.
Jackson State 28, Eastern Kentucky 17

Sprunge Leads
Tracers

PA.SSES ON SAlLIE.NOW
at the Bogus Basin downtown

s

office,

and this Friday, Saturday and Sunday in the

SNOW SHOW

at the Western Idaho Fairgrounds.

HURRY! cliME'S RUNNiNG OUTU
.. " ...... V"V... 'W"lly"

(BSU)-- The Annual
Intramural
Cross-Country Run took place last
Saturday moming
over a three
mile course through
the BSU
campus,
Anntvbrrlson
& Julia
Davls Parks.
The Chaffee Hall
Tracers claim this year's championship.
.
Five teams competed
for the
title, & several other individuals
ran unattached.
In all, there were
36 runners who completed the
.race .•
The winning team was lead by
Mke Sprunge, who also claimed
the individual
championship
by
finishing first in a time of 16:27.
The Tracers' two female runners, Julie
Wisonand
Alice
tv13yers, came across the finish
line hand-In-hand
to claim the
individual championship
for women with a time of 20:30.
Other members of the Tracers
were Gade Lawrence (5th, 17:53),
Kevin Roberts (14th, 18:38), Chris
Isaacson
(28th, 23:03)
Mitt
81gel (31st, 24:35) .:
Several BSU faculty members
participate
in the run, with Dr.
'D:lve Ferguson
from the math
dept. claiming the title for that
group, with a time of 1.7:42.

2000

(Locally' Owned)

"CompleteWe.ight Training for Serious Athletes,
Both Men and. Women."
Featuring eqUipment by St,ephen DeWitt,
Jackson and Nautilus.
Rates:

one month.

three months.

.one year

Adults:

$39

$98

$239

Students:

$32

$79

$189

. t

Hours: Monday-Friday 8 am-9 pm
Saturday 8 am-S pm

Top Finishers:
(1.) Mke Sprunge, 16:27.
(2,)
Fred Birt, 17:23.(3.) Ted Ritler,
17:30, (4.) Dr. D:lvid Ferguson,
17:42, (5.) Gada Lawrence, 17:53,
(6.) Dr. Bob 811s, 17:99, (7.) Dr.
Phil Eastman, 18:04, (8.) lonnie
11egs, 18:12, (9.) Dr. Gary tv13rcer,
18:17, (10.) Ron rvtCoy,
18:21,
(21.) Allee tv13yers &Julle Wlson,
20:30, (26.) Patricia Seckinger,
23:06, (27.) Bobbl l<aahanui,

I"
~:17·~~~~.~~~~~~~~~~t~~
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CONDOR GYM
2405 Bogus Basin Road

Boise 345...
3462
Come -iD. for' free workout •.
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Fiet Hockey Team Off
to uaHfying Tourney
lot of pressure off the defense."
Wlssenhove.
The Bronco's defense has
Sue Schenk again led the
played superbly all season long
scoring for BSU this weekend,
and has earned an amazing 11
knocking in five goals. She also
In an emotionally packed conshutouts compared to only three
tallied
the
lone
goal
which
test, the BSU \/'bmen's Field
decided the INNJ contest. Her 2J . last year.
I-t>ckey.teamscored a tremendous
"Our defense has really been
goals for the season is only six
triumph when they beat Wastem
strong all year. They've given the
behind
the
total
accumulated
by
Wlshington lkliverslty 1-0. This
offense time to gain confidence In
win enabled the Broncos to gain - the Broncos during the entire
thennselves and to really play
season last year.
the number one seed In the
well," said Van Wlssenhove.
''Sue
is
an
outstanding
player.
Qualifying Tournament which
"Now our entire team Is playing as
She's goal-hungry and a terrific
takes place this' weekend in
a single unit. k.a result, we're
competitor," said Van V\bssenEug,ene,OR.
playing excellent field hockey."
have. "But the improved play of
The winner of the, qualifying
Boise State will play the winner
our offense has really helped Sue.
toumament will represent the
of a match between Northwest
Wa've got an excellent attack
Northwest In AlA National ToumNazarene college vs. Oregon Colwhich does an excellent job of
ament in Princeton, New Jersey,
lege of Education this weekend.
setting the goals up, added Van
Nov. 28.-Dec. 1.
The winner of the BSU match will
Wlssenhove .
The Broncos also shut out
advance Into the finals and will
Joan
Pittaway
scored
three
VlAllamette University and Central.
take on the winner of the universgoals and Ann Bryant added one
Wlshlngton University by identIty a/Idaho and Wastem Wlshinggoal to aid the Bronco's cause.
ical 4-0 scores.
These wins
ton
University match.
Laura
Roletto
eamedtwo
assists,
brought Boise State's record up to
"I'm really proud of this team,
bringing her team leading total to
12-8-1 for the season and 8-1 in
They are really pulling together
14.
Division II play.
and giving it all that they've got,"
"Our offense really got it to''The game against INNJ was an
said Van Wlssenhove. "Anything
gether and Is attacking well as a
exhibition of outstanding field
can happen in this toumament,
unit, said Van V\t:lSsenhove."Our
hockey. Both teams fought hard,
but we've beaten every,team in It
offense controlled the ball so
but we were a little more aggresso I think we can pull it off."
much this weekend, that it took a
sive," said Coach Jayne Van
by Mke Rlpllnger
Arbiter Staff

This issue of National Lampoon contains some pretty
spicy material.
Some people unused' to. such spicy
humor had to drink glass after glass of water while
reading the love issue.
-.
.
. You can learn alot about all kinds of love from
the November issue. If you're really ignorant, you can
learn one hell of a lot.
.
But don't take our word for it. Pick up a copy at
your bookstore or nswsstand-todav, And if you get
some kind of a disease. don't blame us. You picked
up the magazine. It's your fault.
.
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Broncos Axe
lumberjacks

:IN

VO,WNTQWN

34t~8QIO

]~O~T.

r!J(902J~

Art Supply
IDAHO'S lA8\GESi
DEAJ ..r€k
fF~aturin9

M@jor Il)rrafil4i!s:

Grumbacher
Winsor- Newton

Crescent Cardboard
I<oh-i-Noor

Permanent Pigments
F W,eber
Sculpture House

Strathmore
Chart Pak
liquitex

Bienfcnq

Bee Paper

Speedball

Pickett

X-Acto

Ulano .

Testrite

.A·W-Faber

Eberhard-Faber
D'arches

Pentalic
Osmiroid

820

w. Jefferson

345-2564

Mon~sat 9-5:"30''1.

(UA)-In an awesome display of
intensity and pride, the Boise
State Bronco pulverized and manhandled an overmatched Northem
Arizona Saturday afternoon In
Bronco Stadium,
Playing
machine-like,
the
Broncos methodically built and
expanded their lead until they had
gained a 44-7 victory,
"That was the most complete
game that we have played all
year," said Coach Jim Criner. "It
was a total team victory with
everybody contributing and giving
it all that they had,"
VlAth an unstoppable cevid
Hughes slashing through the
Lumberjack's befense and a firedup Bronco defense that kept NAU
bottled up for most of the game,
the Broncos avenged last year's
loss to NAU.
. BSU now has the best record in
the conference, 6-0, and needs a
win over Nevao-Reno to claim the
unofficial undisputed conference
championship. The Big Sky may
be able to legally stop Boise State
off the field, but It looks like there
is no way it can stop them on the
field.
The Bronco's offense cruised
through the Lumberjacks as David
Hughes ran for 67 yards on 10
carries and hauled in 7 passes for
107 more yards and two touchdI owns.
Ced
d'
h ric Mnter was the
ea 109 rus er, gaining 88 yards
on 13 attempts.
' ttl h d
I'
Joe All 10I I a an exce lent
gamecompeting140f18passes
~~p~: ~UCy~~W~Sn
a~~ra~~~7Ref
score.
Kevin M::D::>nald also
played well, coming off the bench
to
complete 6 of 7 passes for one
touchdown,
"I am equally pleased with the
play of both quarterbacks, they

Phil King cuts the comer on NAU defenders during BSU's 44-7
thumping of the Lumberjacks.
Photo by George Ragan
awesome, NAU didn't even score
their lone touchdown until time
had run' out. On the last play of
the game BSU was called for pass
interference in the endzone as
time expired.
NAU was allowed another
opportunity at the one yard line,
and scored.
.
Ray Santucci led the Broncos
with 14 tackles. Defensive backs,
Curt Chandler and Randy Stewart
did a remarkable job of covering
the Lumberjack's
receivers and
'J
gave the detenslve line enough
time. to repeatedly sack NAU
quarterback Brian Potter.
"Our defense played outstanding. The way our defense reacted

we're on the road," he added. The ·\/'blf Pack has an exceptional offense led bv Frank'
Hawkins and Larry \/'brman.
Hawkins was first team AP A11American last year. This season
he has completed 79 of 148 passes
for 17 touchdoiNns.
''VIla are going to have to hold
down Hawkins on the ground and
not let \/'brman come up with the
big play through the air," said
Criner. Wa can't afford' to have
t umovers or penaIties because
.
t hey are Simply
too gOOda team."
"They also have a hard-nosed,
di SCIP
'I in ed defense that will pose
a number of problems for us to
solve this Saturday,"
added

~~eefl~~~~,,~os~~~ir3~~e;r~e,~asur
d Ienslve j
h
e ens ve coac es and players
deserve a lot of credit."
. Neva d a- Reno,. B'orse State's
next opponent, has a 6-2 record,
and is 4-1 In the Big Sky. They

Criner.
Fernando Serrano, who was the
Division I-M's
leading scorer
last year, handles the kicking for
the \/'blf Pack. He has converted
20 of 23 PATs and has made 7 of
14 field goals.
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WONDER WART-HOG

"The Nurcls of November"
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\i\ -------...,---------------Wouldn't a cup of our
wldely.a~clalmed
hot chocolate
go down good
~ight about now?

by Gilbert Shelton,

Chow Mow Drive Inns
..905 Droadway
oj 213 S Orchard
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BSU -Boise
State' University's
Ahsahta Press recently released
Hildegarde
Flanner's The Hearking Eye as the thirteenth volume in
its series of publications of works
of modem
and contemporary
poets of the W3st.
Flanner, an ardent conservationist
who has been writing
poetry for 50 years, also had her
work published
In the Ahsahta
Press 1978 anthology,
\t\Omen

Poets of the Illest.
Her conservation
Interests
become evident
In the poems
contained in The Hearkening Eye,
where a remembrance of all things
natural seems to invade her style.
In Letter to an Old Home, her
favorite, she writes:
writes:
You'll surely tell me if the
whlp-poor-will
Still whets his beak at dusk, rips
out a song?
I-bw I remember
In the
tremulous
Old woods the uncanny tongue
so wild and strong.
That bird can sing a most

Fall Concert by
Jazz Ensemble
by Jocelyn
Information

Fannin
'Services

The Boise State University Jazz
Ensemble and Lab Singers will
present a fall concert Thursday,
Nov. 8 in the BSU Special Events
Center at 8:15 p.m.
Mchael
Samball
directs
the
Jazz Ensemble, which will play
music from the big band libraries
of Count Basie, Stan Kenton,
Maynard
Ferguson,
VlkJody
Herman,
Buddy
Rich; Toshiko
Akyoshi, Thad Jones, and North
Texas State Lab Band.

ex.

The Lab Singers, directed by
Gerald Schroeder,
will perform
from a repertoire of vocal jazz
. ranging from gospel to boogiewoogie, including numbers from
Singers Unlimited, Anita Kerr, and
Kirby Shaw.

TIckets for the concert will be
available at the door for-adults at
$2; students and senior eltizens,
$1, and BSU personnel and students,

free.

devouring note,
sing you clean without
pause for grace ...

Can

a

Her love of nature also extends
into the printing of her poetry.
Her husband,
artist-architect
Frederick
fv\:Jnhoff, Illustrated
several of her books. Others were
printed
under. the direction
of
Porter Gamett, well known typographic designer
and printer.
Among those volumes are If There
is Time, New Directions, 1942; In
Nati~ Light, James E. Beard,
1970; This fVbming, F. Shay,
1921; Time's Profile, Ml.cmi IIan ,
1929; A Tree in Bloom, Lantem
Press, 1924; and Young Girl, H. S.
Crocker, 1920.
Flanner, who lives in Calistoga,
Calif., was born near Indianapolis,
Ind., in 1899, and educated at
Sweet Briar College, Va., and the
University of Califomla at Berk-

eley. She is the sister of the late
Janet Flanner, of the New Yorker
staff.
In an introductory
letter to A.
Thomas Trusky, who selected and
edited poems for The Hearkening
Eye, Flanner discusses her work,
which she says, harks "back to my
childhood,"
and describes
her
own style as "a singleness
in
pursuit of several meanings."
"Chiefly
what a poet starts
With," she says, "is amorphous,
however potent.
.lt must be
concentrated,
even - made solid
although
pliant,
given a good
shake to slough off. what is a
lyrical mechanism."
The Hearkening Eye may be
ordered for $2.25, including postage, from Ahsahta Press, 1910
University Dive Boise State University, Boise, ID 83725.

'r to S
Hugh Prather, author of the'
best-selling
book "Notes to Miself"
will
be at Boise
State
University November 13-15 for a
public lecture and meetings with
community and student groups.
Prather will speak to the theme
"There is a Place Wlere You Are
Not Alone" on Tuesday, November 13 at 7:30 p.rn. In the BSU
Student Union Ballroom.
Admission to the public is $1.
During his three day stay in
Boise, Prather will also visit with
groups such as Alcoholics Anonymous, Rape·Crisis Center, tvbuntain States Tumor Institute, and
BSU students in communication
.and social work.
Prather published
"Notes "to
Miself" in 1970. Even though the
book wasn't advertised; it eventually worked its way to the top of
the New York Times best sellerlist. Today over a million copies
have sold, and the" book
is
published,
in . Japan,
South'
America, and Europe.
.
Two of his other books,
"I
Touch
the Earth,
the
Earth
Touches Ma," and "Notes on Love
and Courage" are frequently used
as college textbooks in the flelds,
of psychology
and communications."
A resident

of Santa

Maxlco,Prather

.
Fe, New

works closely_

ex.

with
Gerald Jampolsky,
the
founder of the Center for Attitudinal Healing.
He and Jampolsky,
have frequently lectured together
on the subject
of nonmedical
treatment of children with catastrophic illness.
Prather has also served as
consultant for centers for battered
wives, rape victims, and patients
with terminal illness.
His lecture and visit to Boise is
sponsoiedby
the Boise State
communication
department.
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Our panel of critics rates a 111ma week,
using a one to four star system. One is low;
lour is high. Should a movie warrant It, a
correlating one to lour turkey system walts
in the wings (so to speak).
The panel consists 01 three highly
sophlstlr.ated,students and one crotchety
laculty member who thinks he's real smart.

This week our intrepid reviewers
saw Jesus, now playing at the
Vista.

Characters are so well portrayed
that they bring the show above the
level of a standard, no-hum production: The use of narration in
the third person could have been
done more effectively .. The voles
kept the production in the realm of
'B'movies. Go to It knowing what
to expect and you should find it
most enjoyable.

The film Jesus is about as
inspiring as the subject of the
abovasonq lyric. It's dull, boring,
trite, unimaginative, and advocates a particularly flaccid, dependent, "I am weak but he is strong,"
brand of Chnstianity.TheChrist
portrayed possesses as much
charisma as the plastic one on the
dash and his glow in the dark is
. equally convincing (special effects are really low budget, Le.,

Russell Gould (¥-- ¥-- If) .Act~'\ ~5.-" 1;;;")
Alice Jensen (i~.r
1~) \;f}
. ing ,is the key to ,this new film
cheap).
'.
r.:5i(
I don't care if it rains or freezes,
based on the Gospel according to
Please, someone, do "take it
Anthony Burt ( '~;:)
The
Long as I got my plastic Jesus
with you when you travel far." /J.s
Luke. It couldn't have relied on
theater's marquee and newspaper
Riding on the dashboard of my far as possible.
spectacle (a la Cecil B, deMlle)
ads proclaim, '~JESUS, the man
car.
'
because of its' lower budget.
you thought you knew." After
viewing this tedious ar.d unimaginative film, you'll be glad you
didn't.
He-'s as boring and as
given to lecturing at you as your
national
Poetry Forum, and
Saturday Review, Poetry. the NaEnglish Comp instructor.
The
by Jocelyn Fannin
several colleges and universities
tion,
Prairie
Schooner,
and
movie's miracles, after Star W:us,
including Purdue, and the LkliverInformation Services
Virginia Quarterfy Review, as weir
would move even auth Vader to
as several other p'eri_o~licalsand stty of Idaho.
Poet Karen Swenson, now in
tears. .The sCript's'a-slavish
Sponsors for the series tntsyear
poetry reviews.
residence at the University of
patchwork of scripture.
The
A volume of her poems, "An are Boise Cascade Corporation,
Idaho, Mlscow, will give a free
Attic of Ideals," was published In the Boise Gallery of M, The Book
public reading from her works at
1974 by D:>ubleday and Co. Her Shop, and private donors. Series
Boise State University Nov.'14,
coordinator is lX. Carol' lVartin,
poetry is also included in-a
The second writer in the Charles
number of anthologies including associate professor of Erlglish at
David Wight Poetry Series this
Boise State, The readings honor
The New Yorker Book of Poems,
year, Swenson will appear in the
the late Charles D:lvid Wight,
1979," "New American
Poetry,"
Lookout Room of the 'BSU Student
former BSU professor of English;
toItGraw Hill, 1973, and The Smith
Union Building at8 p.rn,
'and
himself a poet.
,
Poets, "!-brizon Press, 1971.
Swenson is the subj~t of a ten
Other writers scheduled to read
page interview, "rour Own IVateIn recent years she has given during the year include poets IVark
rial," in the April 1979 issue of
poetry readings for the .Academy Strand, Nov. :m-:29; [))hald Hall,
Bennington
Review" wliere three
of American Poetry, the American Jan. 23-24, and Philip Levine, Feb.
of her poems. also appear. Her
Library at Tehran;.lran,tha Inter- ,13-14.
'
poetry has also been published in

NA'1'leNAL

LAMP.eNs

AMltwiAL

II

fiB

Charles Wright Poetry Series Continues

l\ftDrn lLI
1102 North 8th
Boise. Idaho 83702

CUSTOM DELI SANDWICHES ...
Your choice of sandwich
fixins. from the Garden Deli.&
Bakery. Justcheck your choice
of meats, cheese and roll on
your convenient forms, Design
, your own "wild & crazy"
sandwichforjust

WAMTED:
Responsible, Interested BSU studant to
work as Associate Editor In charge of
Features. Prior Journalism experience
preferable but not necessary. Apply 8:30·10
4:30 Men thru Friday.

$~ ~

The University
2nd noor SUB

B-5 weekdays

385-"464
The one college

Rellye you shouldn't miss.

Compare this sporty version
"'_, of what may be America's
••;-:~~.
be~t small car value.PRICES START
AS LOW AS

53781*
·,Excluding title, taxes,
destination charges.

The 19S0 Pinto is packed with 40 standard features like steel-belted
radials, bucket seats, tinted glass and rack' and pinion steering. On the
'80 Pinto Rallye you also get a Sports Package which includes
tachometer, ammeter and front and rear spoilers. And our student deal

.

will spoil you, too.
,\

-

,

CHECK OUR COLLEGE

GRADUATE

~"C~

FINANCE PLAN.

"\Rallye around the 1980 Pinto at. ..

BQ:.b

Di

--

Comes in colors pure and pleasant,'
Glows In the dark 'cause It's
iridescentTake it with you when you' travel
far.
John Prine

-lin
camerawork's pedeStrian-consisting primarily of jogging alongside
the platitude-spouting fv'e5siah as
he ambles through various sceneries. Only the crucifixion scene
almost works. Except the nails,
glued to His arms WIth ketchup,
keep wiggling.

;.;.19_7_9_'._,

F d'
Qr

3150:Main
342-6811

Also -- try our new Tillamook
Avoccdo Submarine, it's a
veqetorion delight!"
Breeds. rolls and sweet
goods, bokedfresh doily,
available individually or by the
dozen.

1-stfloor lobby
Student Union

BUilding
Open 7:30am
to 2:00 pm
Monday-Friday

.fs

university

food services
by'-

a a

Wednesday

Nov. 7

Pr&-1'6g18trotlon
Intramural Volleyball Begln8
Cabaret:
Fund raiser lor Idaho
Shakespeare Festival, 8:,15 pm,
Old World, 1551 Federal Way.
Tlcket8 at Idaho Heritage or call
345-0060.

Warron Miller ski 111m, "Winter
Faver," 8 pm SPEC
,
Student recital, Donna Hlgel, trumpet,
Linda Yorty, IIute, 8:15 prn, Recital
Hall.
"Women In tlieWorld:
The Delicate
Balance:"
semlnar
by Dick:
Anderson. 9 am-4 pm, YWCA, 120
Washington, call 343-3668.
ActIon/Vista, Pe8co Corps: reps on
campus, SUB.
Sign up lor
Interview at c&FS, Al11.
Test of Standard Written English: by
, appointment, Al05, 385-3903
~tor,
IlISUo10.

Thursday

·Nov. &

pr&-nlIJl8tration
" "
Jazz _mble
and Lab 81ngors concert:
8:15 pm, Speccenter.
Tho Ellectl 01 Gamma Raya on
Man-ln-the-Moon
Marigolds:
Idaho Public Theater,
8:15,
, YWCA 720 Washington, 344-2434
lor tickets.
Thursday student
discounts.
Cabaret: Fund raiser lor the Idaho
Shakespeare Festival, 8:15 pm,
Old World, 1551 Federal Way.
llckete at Idaho Heritage or call
345-0600.
Useei'SId equIpment Solo: sponsored
by the Bogus Basin Ski Racing,
, Alliance, today sellers check-In
equIpment only, 3-9 pm, Western
Idaho Fairgrounds.
ACTION/VIsta, PCIlCo Corps: reps on
campus, Sub.
Sign up lor
Interview at CF&S, Al11.
TllOt 01 Standard Wrltten English: by
appointment, Al05, 385-3903.
Cl»rIe Menschlng:
One Woman Art
ShoW. Ray's sealood Restaurant,
999 Main St. Irom Nov. 8to Dec. 1.

,

Morea, Flamenco In Concert: Heritage
One Presentation, 8:15pm, Old
World, 1551 Federal Way.
Tho Elloct 01 Gamma Ray8 on
Man-In-the-Moon Marlgeldl:
Idaho Public Theater, 8:15pm,
'YWCA, 120 Washington, 344-2434
lor tickets.
.
Beaux Art8 Annual Chrlstmas Sale:
10am-5pm, Boise Gallery of Art.
uSed Ski equipment Sole: sponsored
by the Bogus Basin Ski Racing
Alliance, sellers check In equipment, 12 noon-l0pm;sale open, 12
noon-l0pm.
MBA seminar, Nez Perce room,
sam-spm.

Advanced IIrst IIno supervisor worn·
8hop, 6:30-9:30 pm, LA 101
Accountlll1l lor the 8mall bu81nes8
worn8hop, SE 155, 1-10 pm.

Friday

Nov. 9

Pr&-rDg18tration
Field hockey et Eugene
Volleyball at MD8COW
Invostlgatlon 01 a Cltlzon Above'
Suspicion:
ASB 111m, 8 prn,
Speccenter.
Tho Elloct 01 Gamma Rays on
Man-In-tho-Moon
Marigolds:
Idaho Public Theater 8:15 prn, 720
Washington. 344-2434 lor tickets.
Cabo rot:
lundralser
lor Idaho
Shakespear Festival, 8:15 pm, Old
World, 1551 Federal Way. llckets
at Idaho Heritage or call 345-0060.
Uaod Sid equipment Sole: sponsored
. by Bougus Basin Ski Racing
Alliance, sellers check In equipment 9am-5pm; eaJeopen !HO prn.
Western Idaho Fairgrounds.
ACTION/Vista, PeIlc:e Corps: rePS on
campus,
SUB, sign up lor
Intendewat CF&S, Al11.
Test 01 Standard Wrlttoo English: by
appointment, Al05, 385-3903.
High School coulllWlors, Big Four
Room, SUB, Bam-2pm.
MBA seminar, Nez Perce room, SUB,
Bam·2pm.
Idcho PIRG mooting: lloon-4pm, ASB
President's Office, to meet Jon
Motl.
,
KBSU FundralllOr:
8:00 pm, at
Desmond and Mollie's

Saturday

Sunday

Nov • .. i

InvOltigation 01 a Citizen Abovo
Suspicion:
ASB 111m, 8pm,
Speccenter.
Beaux Arta Annual Chrlstmas Soie:
lDam-Spm, Belsa Gallery 01 Art.
Beaux Arts Annual Chrlltmaa Solo:
10am-5pm , BoIse Gallery of Art.
Usod Ski Equipment
Sale:
12
noon-3pm; teller retrieve unsold
equipment 3-5pm.

M.onday Mov. ~2
Vataran's Day: BSU open
Pr&-rcglltratlon
91h Annual Amorlcan Indian InstitutS'
BSU SUB
BAALuncheon&Fllma: 11:45am,SUB
Ballroom.
"The Promllod
Valtoy":
8pm,
Speccenter.
.
Women'l volleyball: Boise City Rec.
Dept. teams--Iun
and power
leagues--reglstrallon
begins 3t
12:3Opm, Fort Boise Community
Center. For Inlo call Bobble Kay at
384-4256, 4258.
.
BlIOux Arts Annual' ChrlltmDI Sole:
lOam-5pm, Boise Gallery 01 Art.
Test 01 Standard Written Englllh: by
appoIntment, Al05, 385-3903.

Hov. i 0

Big Sky Mon'l X-country moot, Provo.
F1ll1d HockeY at Eugene
VolleyballatMOUOIlI
'
Footbllll at Nevada-Rona, 1:30 pm,
pre and post game party,
Comstock Hotel Casino.
Irrn;,tlgatlon al D Cltlzan Above
Suspicion:
ASB 111m, 8pm,
Speccenter.

Tuesday

Nov." 3

,0

Hugh Prather: , lecture by author 01
Notes to Mysel', BSU
'
Pr&-rogl8tratlon
9th Annual AmorlClln Indian lnstltute;
bSU SUB.
Women'8 Alliance mooting: 3:30pm.
eub caribou
Room.
Everyone
welcome.
"Man In a Changing World" worll·
shop: by Planned Perenthood.
"Men as SIngle Parents," 7-9pm.
214 E. Jellerson. 345-{)760for Inlo.
Cabarat:
Fundralser
lor Ideho
Shakespear Festival, 8:15pm, Old,
World, '1551 FederalWay. llckets
at Idaho Heritage or-call 345-0000.
Beaux Arts Annual Chrl8tma8 Sole:
lOam-5pm, Boise Gallery or Art.
Test al Standard Wrlllen English: by
appointment, Al05 or 38!>-3903.
"The Promlled
Valley":
8pm,
Speccenter.
Advanced IIrst IIna 8upervlsor worn·
8hop, 6:30-9:3Opm, LA j07
Tho Loasa-buy dDcIslon wornshop,
1-10pm. Business 303.

Wednesdoy

...

Nov. i 4

Hugh Prather: lorum featuring author
01 Notet ta Myull, BSU
Pre-nlIJlltratlon
BSU pnlVlow Day lor high echool
8tudenl8.
91h Annual American Indian Institute:
bsu sub
BSU SUB,
,
"Tho Pramllad
Valley":
8pm,
Speccenter.
Caborat:
lund raiser for Idaho
Shakespear Festival, 8:15pm, Old
World, 1551 Federal Way. Tickets
at Idaho Heritage or call 345-0000.
Beaux Arts Annual Chrlltmaa Solo:
lOam-9pm, Boise Gallery 01 Art.
Toot al Standerd Written english: by
appointment, Al05 or 385-3903.
Karon Swenson:
, poetry readIng
Charles David Wright series, 8pm,
SUB Lookout Room.

Philosopher Hugh
Prather, author of
Notes to Myself, will
be at l30iseState for a
series of lectures and
worl~shops. Prather
will lecture from 7:30
to 9:30 on Tuesday,
November 13, in the
SUl3l3allroom.
Admission is one
dollar.
On Wednesday,
November 14, poet
Karen Swenson will
give·a poetry reading
in the SUl3Lookout at
8:00 p.m., as part of
the Charles David
Wright poetry series.
Swenson is author of
An Attack of Ideals
and a volume of
poetry to beprinied
by Columbia Press.

Al1lltor, IIISUIl11
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Mil SWEET
BAB600 WILL
TAKE CARE

ecrossified

CD
(j)

s:

0(= US

WHALE, WHALE,
THE GANG'S ALL HERE

(j)

o

\\-~
Issifi
For Sale
one, way IIIght; Boiso-S.F. $65 belore
Dec. 15. 343-9610 mornings.

l ..........................................
I VW repair 8hop.

Also has good
condition used VW'e: '73 Bug, '11
Super Beetle, '12 Nine Passenger Bus,
'10 Fest Back, '67 Bug. Call 454-1505
or 454-0815.

...~................•........

.J.

1

How I Became the OWner 01 RaaI Estate
Worth $1,250,000 at the Age 01 21.
Price $1.00.
American Land8 Unlimited, Box 1383, Bolsa, Id. 83701.

1911 Dodge Colt, 30 mpg., good
condition. S8950r best oller. Also 1972
Cullca, bad engine otherwise In gOOd
condition. Low book Is $1100 will take
$1300. Call 385-1464 on Monday or
466-8875 alter 6:00.

..................................................
United Airline one-hall lare coupon.
371-5655 or Mr. McCormick at
345-4346.

.......................................
IMPROVE YOUR GRADES I
send $1.00 lor your 306-page catalog 01
oolleglate rBlltWch.
10,250 toplCll'
listed.
Box 25097G, Los Angeles,
,California, 90025. (213) 41NI826.

=r
c
N

Homerun king Hank Aaron will present a
lecture Wednesday, November 7, in the SPEC
Center.

Help " anted
EASY EXTRA INCOME
$500/$1000 Siulling envelopes - Guarenteed. send seJf-eddrossed, stamped
envelope to: Dexter enterprises, 3030
Shrine Pl., lns, Angeloo, CA 90007

.......................................

MENI 'WOMEN I JOBSI
Crulseshlpsl Soiling expedltll!Rsl No
experience. Good payl Europel So.
PacIfic, Bahamas, World I Send $4.95
fur ,Applleatlonllnfo/Jobs
to Cruiseworld 6, Box 60129, Sscramonto, CA.
95880.

1 PAST TIME JOB,
•
Good pay, f1exlblo hours, training and
real experience In the buslnoss world.
If you qualify, class credIt IB possible.
Call Hank, North Wootem Mutual Ufe,
3n-0210.

Misc.
Whore did" the concept 01 men
becoming Gods originate?
Call
316-5885,24 hrs. dally. P.O. Box 3356,
Boise Id. 83103.

. •..•........•••.•..•..........••••...

#.

, Help wl\h term popora. E!saya from
tutor (SA Engllah, MAHllI\ory). Call
, Steve 34-4-9694.
.

Whala we're on the sUbJoct 01 cats,
we kl1O'W
those throo, Bunny, Trudl and
. Boo, who live, oh, a couple or elgM
block8 clown and a lew over - NO, Mr.
Kiwi, we DON'T need their address and they lelt lell out la8t week when we
told ell about our new cat; ,Plano.
Thoy're awfully nice, r8llUy - they
PROBably den't CARE what color they
are; Mr. Kiwi. Oh, all right - Mr. KIWI,
thlnk8 I should toll you thoy're very
allractlvo, 100. Boo I. all black; Trodl
[a.k.a. TwudIJ •• Iang-halred with dark
calico colors; and Bunny hal the most
gergooul bhlclc-tlppcd brown coat yau
ever lOW.
Anywhele, our cat Plano ha.n't met
thom, and lhe might not like tham II
8he did because thoy'1'CIall poat-adolescent anet ladDd.
And tho other day this' gOtlllmar ball
01 kitten lIull inovod In and Plano I.
having ,a dllllcult time adJu.tlng, poor
, th!n - No aho'. NOT beIng a vorltoble.
.nctnose; Mr. Klwll
So tho kitten,:
name Q. E. alter Queen E1lZl1botit\
becau,o lhe'l got the white neck rull ..
among other period IlmllarltlOl" hall
coloring sort aI, lib TwudI'I and II
beautllul and fOmllWhat naIve, yet.
And the queltlon
II, what
BRILLIANT contemporary CIlrtoonlst,
arlglnated tho FUN cat-nolae ','WackeWacke?"
Tell Ann or Lisa at the
AI1llt&r. 2nd lloor SUB ~Room,
by noon Friday and win two Iree pamlI
bo Investigation of a CItizen Above
SuspIcion, ,thla weekand'i ASB 111m.
Hurryl Tho whoillt have earal

i,

The DePt. of Communication
.

presents

Philosopher

llbtglJ 'ratIttr
Author of:

Nutes to Myself: My Struggle to Become a Person
Notes on Love & Coumge
I Touch the Earth, The Earth Touches Me

November 13,14,15, 1979
SpecJal Lecture Forum:

uW4m

is

a t\llufr B4.err lou .Arr ~nt ~lnnr"

.

.

.

Date: November 13,1979 Time: 7-:3,0-9:30p.m.
Place: SUB Ballroom
Tickets: $1~OODonation
Available atComm. Dept. Office (A218)
And SUB Foyer
,-,

AU other scheduled events are free!
Contact the Dept. Qf Communications for· Additional Details
Co-Sponsors:

ASBSU

Dr. WIlliam

Keppler.

Dr. John Keiser.

President,

BSU.
C>1979Hoomallmall

Dean of Arts & SCiences

Prod.
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Share the· Joy of Reading"

Dve a D~.ok

Special Edition Dook Collections
:i]lr/~
"'~'/(,';"

louis L'Amour

Bther Selection

PUB. AT
.a.:ffl'"

PUB. AT
Five Great

rvl/sterles

OUR PRICE
zane Grey

PUB.' AT

OUR PRICE'

Erma<Bombeck

]...00"

5.60'

Isaac Singer

Casteneda J.O,OO""

". ~
Conan
.

:hOO
. .-

-8.00
6.22

James Mchener

6.92
8.36
7.96("

Mss Mu-ple

0
•

·'1

!

>I

:.;,~'-.:..

,--

u·

I'UIIII

.1G:$

• .9:00'

OUR PRICE

8.28
1.20

